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 Editor’s Blurb

October has been pretty well blown out with 
the exception of one or two days. So much 

for all those sea thermal XCs that were on the 
cards for this month! In this issue we say good-
bye to John Atkinson. As usual we have October’s 
news and upcoming events of interest - includ-
ing the KHPA social on the 19th of November. 
Andy Hancock shows us the delights of Annecy, 
and there are more club flying photos. We have 
an explanation of winter winds, and a mad ac-
count of what it’s like to be caught in a cu nimb.

Mark AS

OCT 2005
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Farewell John 

Past KHPA Bulletin editor John Atkinson died 
on Wednesday 5 October 2005 after a short 
illness. Many members of the KHPA attended his 
funeral at the Trelawney Chapel at the Penmount 
Crematorium just outside Truro on 12 October. 

The funeral was a Humanist celebration of 
his life. True to his love of music, various jazz 
and folk recordings were played during the 
proceedings and many present thought that 
this type of service was refreshingly different. 
His boyhood friend Geoff gave an amusing 
address which recounted some of the scrapes 
they had got into during a lifelong friendship. 

We found out that John had an amazingly rich life 
and had experienced many jobs and occupations. 
He was trained as a teacher but at various times 
after that had been a share fisherman, owned 
a smokery, delivered boats, was a partner in 
a company specialising in computer training, 
drove racing cars competitively, played tuba for 

the Constantine Brass Band, shared his love of 
skiing with his wife Pepe, flew both hang gliders 
and paragliders, and more recently became an 
accomplished wood turner and his creative work 
was well known amongst the local art fairs. An 
auction of his work will take place some time in 
the near future. 

When John’s coffin was wheeled into position in 
the Chapel, in pride of place on the top alongside 
the flowers for all to see was his flying helmet. 
This was especially poignant for the flyers present 
but it was a reminder to all of his attachment to 
our sport. The Chapel was full of his friends from 
his various enthusiasms. Each of his interests 
spawned a separate group all reminiscing about 
what John’s life had meant to them. 

Our thoughts must go out to Pepe at this difficult 
time. They had only been together for six years 
and it’s very tough that John has been taken at 
such a relatively young age. 

It was a privilege to have known you John and we 
will all miss you. 

Mark Woodhams
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What’s going on...
Kennegy agreement sorted out

The following agreement has finally been sorted 
out with Mr Behrens, owner of Kennegy. So 
it’s now OK to fly there in warm southerlies 
throughout the winter!

Agreement between the Kernow Hang Gliding and 
Paragliding Association (KHPA) and Mr. Peter Tunstall-
Behrens, proprietor of the Porth-en-Alls estate. 

Date:  12th October, 2005

It is agreed that Kennegy will become an official 
KHPA club site for a six month probationary period 
commencing 1st October, 2005. The status of this 
agreement will be reviewed thereafter.  In adopting 
Kennegy as a KHPA flying site, the club agrees to 
conform to the following conditions: 

1) No cycling down the path from the end of the lane 
where cars park and no leaving of bicycles from the 
taking off/landing area.
2) A maximum of four gliders in any one meeting. 
3) Nobody apart from those actually gliding to 
accompany those gliding, including friends and family. 
And no dogs allowed.
4) No flying on a Sunday and no more than four days 
flying per month.
5) Landing in fields in an emergency only.
6) The name ‘Kennegy’  will only be published within 
internal club material. 
7)  No powered hang gliders or powered paragliders 
will be flown at the site.
 
The KHPA representatives who will coordinate flying at 
Kennegy and whom will act as points of contact for Mr 
Tunstall-Behrens are Mark Ashton Smith (Tel: 01736 
351 858) and John Trewartha (Tel: 07780 997650). 

A financial acknowledgement of this agreement of £5 
for the six months probationary period, commencing 
October 1st, 2005, accompanies this document. 
 
Signed on behalf of the KHPA,

Dan Stevens

KHPA Chairman

Current Site Officers
If you have a question about a flying site (Where 
do I park? Does air traffic control need to be 
notified? Are there any field restrictions?) contact 
your friendly KHPA site officer:

St Agnes Head  Graham May 
Carbis Bay   Roger Full  
Carn Brea   Graham May 
Carne   Alan Phipps  
Chapelporth  Alan Phipps  
Godrevy   Graham Phipps  
Gwenvor  Roger Full  
‘Electric Works’ John Trewartha 
Hayle Towans  John Trewartha  
High Cliff   Roger Green 
Kennegy  Mark Ashton Smith &
   John Trewartha
Perran Sands  Alan Phipps  
Praa Sands   John Trewartha  
Rosewall Hill   John Trewartha  
Sennen  Roger Full  
Vault Bay   Roger Green  

Officers’ telephone numbers can be found in the 
Contacts List (pages 8-9 of this bulletin). 

New KHPA website

The new provisional KHPA website can be found at 
http://new.khpa.co.uk. At this point the site exists 
in a ‘beta’ version and its content and design is 
open to revision, time permitting. Mark AS will be 
on a first aid course in November’s meeting, so 
will unfortunately be unable to address any issues 
that arise concerning the website on that evening, 
but it might be useful at the meeting to ask:

1. Is it suitable as the official website as it stands? 
What more information is needed? If it’s basically 
OK Paddy will give it the existing website’s url: 
www.khpa.co.uk. It will then be networked with 
all the right search engines and links on the web.

2. Is the site guide complete and accurate? For 
visitors should we have two club contacts - one for 
paragliding and one for hang gliding - or just the 
one as we now have it? 

3. Is the ‘KHPA forum’ likely to be used? If not 
what alternative would be better. The current 
forum (which is used by many other clubs) has 
now been cleaned up, and if anyone has problem 
on how to use it they can contact Paddy or Mark. 
Remember that you can create a separate desk 
top icon to access it immediately without having 
to download the website. 
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Why is it so windy? Mark AS

Editor Mark on the sea front in Penzance in last week.

You cant help but notice that it’s been very blowy 
these past few weeks. In general it blows a 
hoolie as the season changes. WHY is this? What 
causes the extra wind? Our BHPA Pilot notes 
don’t make this clear so I did some research on 
the Internet and this is what I’ve come up with.

Wind is the movement of air caused both by 
the sun and by the earth’s rotation. But rotation 
plays a minor role. The earth isn’t rotating any 
differently now but it’s a hell of a lot more windy 
than it was during the summer. So let’s look at 
the sun. As air is heated, it expands and rises 
creating regions of less dense, lower pressure. Air 
from regions of higher pressure is then pulled into 
these low pressure areas, producing the wind! 
(This is true throughout nature: any fluid will try 
to move from a region of high pressure to a region 
of low pressure.) Knowing this, what makes it 
more windy in Autumn and Winter?

Heating of the atmosphere will obviously vary 
with time of day as well as latitude: the Equator 
receives much more solar radiation than does 
high latitudes nearer the poles (like the UK) 
where the sun’s rays hit the Earth’s surface at an 
angle and are spread over a larger area. But most 
importantly in answer to our question - it also 
varies with time of year. With the North Pole tilted 
AWAY from the sun in the winter months (giving 
shorter days and less direct sunlight), this results 
in colder temperatures and higher pressures. 
There is now a greater DIFFERENCE with the 
higher temperatures (and lower pressures) of 
the atmosphere at the Equator than you get in 
the summer months when the North Pole tilts 
TOWARDS the sun. This pressure difference 
creates the stronger winds we’re now getting! 

Getting sucked into a thun-
der cloud in shorts.
 
With all these rain clouds about, here is a reminder 
of what getting sucked into a cu nimb can be like. 
Croatian pilot, Davor Jardas, advises: “when you 
see some innocent cloud start cauliflowering into 
the stratosphere, stick to beer and television.

“...A radio message followed: the competition is 
cancelled, please aim towards landing. It sounded 
calm - no rush, no panic - so I took my time, 
and headed off to the south towards the sun and 
white puffy clouds, unconcerned about the black 
monster that was looming from the north. A big 
mistake. I was at 1300 m and decided for my first 
B-stall at 14:30. I was descending at -7 m/s until 
I reached 1000 m. Then the B-stall deformed into 
a rosette, like with a frontal, tips forward. I didn’t 
like it, it looked scary. So I released the B-stall, 
re-inflating and stabilising the wing and then 
repeated the B-stall again. After a few minutes, I 
looked at my vario to see to my amazement that 
I was ascending at 2 m/s. A couple of seconds 
later, holding the B-stall and ascending at 5 m/s, I 
pierced the cloud’s base and my world went white. 
At this point I’m perfectly calm. Then the vario 
needle goes crazy. It is fluttering at 10 m/s. With 
no fear I pull a full frontal collapse for the first time 
in my life, as the dark fiend’s grip on me tightens. 
But even with the whole leading edge folded, my 
ascent rate remains unchanged. My mind spells 
it out: Davor, you’ve entered a cumulonimbus. 
I’d read many accident reports before, but now 
can’t remember a single one where the outcome 
was of survival. It gets cold, very cold. Moisture 
condenses on my clothes, and then it’s raining, 
and the water freezes over my summer clothes. 

It’s ten minutes since I entered this monster and 
my altitude is almost 2600 m. I am in a strange 
state of mind: calm, and relaxed. My mind is fully 
occupied with a single thought: I have to warm 
up. I have to protect myself from the wind and 
rain and ice, wrap myself up in something, or else 
I will freeze. I release the frontal collapse and 
decide to deploy my reserve so I can pull in my 
paraglider and wrap it around me for some shelter. 
As I release, the vario goes crazy, peaking at 18 
m/s. I tug my left A riser, the lines go slack, and 
I enter a spiral. I wrench at my reserve handle on 
my right side, lobbing it away into the dark gloom. 
Then horror, pure fear: the reserve hangs limp, 
undeployed at the end of its lines, and my main 
canopy is out of control, cravatted on the left side. 
I’m still climbing at a horrendous speed, and so 
it takes ages for the reserve to deploy. Seconds 
later I hear a muffled crack and see it open and 
overtake my glider. Thank God! With a burst of 
adrenalin induced energy, I haul in the main 
canopy arm over fist and wrap it’s damp nylon 
around my shivering bare legs. (Cont. on p. 6) 
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Andy Hancock reports!

  

Over the past few months our good friend Andy 
has been dividing his time between Cardiff with 
his girlfriend Sarah’s family and Swansea with his 
dad, while pulling out all the stops to find work. He 
was fully committed to start a new life with Sarah 
and this is what he is doing, though it has been 
tough from the sounds of things. Although Andy 
has been focused on finding a job [which I too 
have been focusing on for years - Ed], but he took 
a week off in mid September for a flying holiday in 
Annecy, France, in what he says were absolutely 
perfect conditions. Here are some of his photos 
from the holiday, with Andy’s own descriptions: 

Andy heading towards lake fro lower Annecy take-off.

Andy soaring over Annecy town and lake.

These pictures of this ‘death ramp’ were taken 
by Andy’s dad (a hanger) a week later at the St 
Hillare festival. You drop off it (stalled), then fly!

Landing field & great flying shop nearby!
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October Flying 
Photos: Peter Crockford & Annie Anderson

The 22nd: Chapelporth & Perran

Coady at cloudbase, Chapelporth. Photo: Peter C.

Chairman Dave trying out a Gin Gangster (a Large)

Mark B gives Manuel advice ...and Manuel pulls an A!

Mark AS hovering on Dave’s Grid

Mark Woodhams with some height at Perran Sands
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Up-coming Events

November

Weekend of the 5th-6th: Pilot revision 
lectures OR tow conversion (depending 
on weather). With Jeff Hoer - Honiton, Devon 
(Condors club). Contact Manuel for details. (Tel: 
01326 314719 / 07866 367 310) 

Monday 14th: KHPA November meeting, 
8pm. Clinton Social Club. If you haven’t been for 
a while, come along!

Saturday 19th: KHPA Social. Bowling in 
Camborne. If you want food too you can get it 
at 7pm at Tyacks Hotel (100 m from the bowling 
hall). Ask Pete Coad for details (01209 716522).

http://www.ttdesign.com

Weekend of the 26th-27th: The Sport and 
Leisure Aviation Show (previously known as 
the ‘International Airsports Exhibition’). National 
Exhibition Centre (NEC), Birmingham. See: http:
//www.sportaviation.org.uk/ for all the details.

Sunday 27th: BHPA Annual General Meeting. 
National Exhibition Centre, Birmingham, 11am.  
At the Sport and Leisure Aviation Show.

December

2nd. Tow meet. Friday, 7.30pm at the Portreath 
Arms. Very important meeting for all KHPA 
members interested in towing.

In a thunder cloud in shorts continued...

In a few seconds I establish a relationship of trust 
with my reserve parachute. Hailstones batter 
me, hitting from all directions, drumming on my 
helmet, harness and wing. The vario is wailing 
out an impossible tone, but I cannot look at it 
in case the numbers make me faint. I am now 
being thrashed in all possible directions. Lightning 
flashes surround me, bursting the dull greyness 
to the left, right, below and above. Every few 
seconds a dimmed flash of light is closely followed 
by a thunderous explosion. How far away was 
that one? If hit by a bolt, I’d be fried in a second. 
Davor, chances that you will survive this are zero, 
pure zero, accept it as a fact. In my foetal position 
I desperately pray to God to save my life. Then 
something else crosses my mind: Davor, what 
kind of thoughts are these, you must not give-up, 
you are still alive, have you done everything you 
can to protect yourself? 

A quick look at the vario tells me that I am at 
6,000 m! At that altitude, I will either faint due to 
the lack of oxygen, or freeze. I consciously start 
to breathe faster, to hyperventilate, in order to 
avoid fainting without oxygen. The air starts to get 
terribly cold. I’m in shorts at nearly 20,000ft, with 
the wind blowing fiercely. I’m freezing. No, I can’t 
afford to feel cold! I calm down again. I think, 
right, now it is all about those tiny little things 
that can mean the difference between life and 
death. While you are still conscious and OK, what 
can you do for yourself? Are you well wrapped 
in the canopy? I free my right hand, pulling the 
canopy from my back, trying to wrap it around 
me as well, using my last molecules of energy: I 
feel weak. The cu-nim tears me higher, to 6,500 
m, at a speed of 20 m/s. The cold is unbearable. 
The worst of it is the icy wind blowing between my 
back and the harness, where I’m not protected. 
My leg straps cut into my groin, sending stabs 
of pain through me, but it is nothing compared 
to everything else. The reserve is rotating and 
jerking all around me. I don’t know if it’s above or 
below me. Franky, I don’t care. 

Then I start to descend, from -3 to -17 m/s, until 
I reach 3,300 m, then I lift up again, up to 5,500 
m, then down again. Suddenly I see something. 
Earth. I cannot believe my eyes. My hopes rise, 
maybe I’ll survive. Earth, Mother Earth, it exists, 
it is here, I am looking at her, I am travelling 
towards her. A beautiful lake, forests, nature. Hail 
falls almost horizontally, melting, warming-up and 
transforming into big raindrops...

***************************************
These are extracts from the incredible full account 
that can be found at: http://www.poweredparagli
dingontario.com/weather/sucked_in.htm
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE
KERNOW HANG GLIDING & PARAGLIDING ASSOCIATION

AT THE CLINTON SOCIAL CLUB ON 10 Oct 2005.

Chairman Dave opened the meeting at twenty past eight with twenty eight members present

Apologies for Absence. None received

Minutes of the August Meeting were read, approved and signed 

Matters Arising.

Winch launching. Graham now has the tow school in operation for both training from scratch and 
conversions.

Carbis Bay signage. Mike will be progressing in a couple of weeks.

Annual Dinner. Alan Phipps has been promised a menu from the Perranporth Hotel at around £17.00.  
A date of either the 20 or 27 Jan will be chosen to try to tie in with low tides for the frostbite comp’.

Regular reports.

HG Training. Graham had six days in the month with two of them towing.  Four pilots successfully 
gained their EP in two days each and there have been two hang gliding conversions.
Congratulations to Big Al for passing his Pilot exam.

PG Training
Mark had two days, which promised something, but unfortunately both were blown out.

Competitions.  Nothing to report.

Club Flying. After waiting two hours to get away at St Agnes, Steve Hawken achieved a 34k flight to 
Goonhilly.

Incidents. 
Barry Green ground looped at St Agnes.
Little Al didn’t have anything to report and neither did Tim.

Other Business.

John Atkinson’s’ funeral. Thank you to Mark for offering to send flowers on behalf of the club.

Perranporth car parking. Chairman Dave suggested that it is time to revisit the temporary 
arrangements.  Graham agreed that it might be time to look at what can be done and arrange a 
meeting with the management.  Alan P will speak with the camp.

Keneggy site. It was agreed that members would contact John T or Mark AS before flying the site to 
ensure that we are not breaching the owners’ terms.

High Cliff site. Roger Green met with the owner who is now insisting that take off is in front of the 
fence.  Roger will discuss this further with him.
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K E R N O W  M E M B E R S  C O N T A C T  L I S T :
Surname  Name  Phone  Mobile        e-mail

Abbott  Mike  01736 798598 07866 170 632        make@abbottandellwood.co.uk 
Anderson Annie  01736 351858 07980 810 689        annie@exploreclimbing.com
Ashford  Alan   01208 79050  07816 534 325 
Ashton-Smith  Mark   01736 351858 07980 634 965         mark@equilibriumcentre.com
Austin  Phil  01736 795915
Barter  Kev     07900 046 574
Birch  Aleck  01726 890956
Bull  James
Butler   Mark   0700 5980362 07971 795 559        enquiries@cornwallparagliding.co.uk
Buxton  Patrick  01872 274667 07887 841 813         pb@ukbcc.co.uk
Calligan Ian  01840 261718  07941 623 650         i.callaghan@virgin.net
Clelford Mike  01736 710376           mikeclelford@aol.com
Coad   Pete   01209 716522  07977 841 117         peter.coad.camborne@ukgateway.net
Connatty Mike  01752 269378  07884 292 493        mconnatty@yahoo.co.uk
Cooper  Gavin   01209 219081 07971 459 894        GDC@hangies.fsnet.co.uk
Coxon  Mark       07801 370 725        markpcoxon@mail2world.com      
Crockford  Peter   01326 372107  07976 721 350         sales@sailtech.co.uk
Cruse  Jenny  01736 761838  07710 219 465        st.tropez@adventure-sports.co.uk
Curtis   Paul    07785 232 444
Dodge  Tom  01579 363144 07957 360 988        tomdodge@ukonline.co.uk
Dunstan  Paul   01209 217304  07979 328 169
Eagle   Nigel   01637 880546
Easthope  Geoff   01872 573308                     (Honorary Member)
Ferguson  Vicki   01326 315013  07977 793 518           vicki_ferguson@hotmail.com 
Fowler  Alan
Fowler  Glen   01326 374938
Fox  Martin  01726 852190 07989 593 172
Full   Roger   01736 796140  07768 661 498         roger@ind-art.co.uk
David   Geraghty 01326 372943  07969 137 753        david@geraghty2824.freeserve.co.u
Green   Barry   01208 831647
Green  Eddy    07981 453 029        eddy_green@yahoo.com
Green   Roger   01726 69687  07967 662 948
Hancock  Andrew  01736 871520  07773 331 481         andy@handy2.worldonline.co.uk
Hawken  Steve   01872 571582  07881 585 208         stephen@hawken.f9.co.uk
Heywood Martin  01406 362099   
Hobbins Barry  01326 318143           barryatsea@bhobbins.fsnet.co.uk
Hodgeson Rob  01548 559083 07754 543 672        rob_hodgeson@btopenworld.com 
Hoer   Jeff   01404 850489
Holmes  Tim     07812 023 576
Howse  Paul  01326 574498  07749 890 061        paul@woodenpebbles.plus.com
James  Alan    07929 132 006
Jones   Gay   01326 574498 07812 710 883
Jones  Martin  01736 871246           capstangallery@btinternet.com
Jones   Tim   01209 832234           tjtjones@talk21.com
Kerhoas Michel  01326 372215 07767 887834         mich.kerhoas@fsmail.net 
Kippax  Richard        07733407673           richikippax@hotmail.com 
Knight  Alan  01209 831748    
Knight  Jon   01736 753387  07768 254 274        jon@jon-knight.com
Lira  Manuel  01326 314719  07866 367 310
Marking Ron  01209 213254          (Honorary Member)
Nancarrow  Dave   01872 573835           davidnancarrow@hotmail.com
Ongley  Clive    07901 851 855           cliveongley@bconnect.com
Phillips  Stephen    07753 744 440         sjp@dv20.fsnet.co.uk
Phipps  Alan   01872 273839  07980 275 918         alan@aphid.f9.co.uk
Phipps  Graham  01209 842877  07785 593 559         graham@flychaps.force9.co.uk
Pittman Neville  01736 330412 07919 034 652        nevpittman@yahoo.co.uk
Presland Mark  01736 755156 07977 207 991        lslywl@aol.com
Puckey  Barry   01503 265934 
Rainey  Graham
Reynolds  Brian   01209 210174  07773 080 906         brianreynolds3@btinternet.com
Richards Mike
Rose  Stephen 01208 814989  07968 585 281        stephen@rose405.freeserve.co.uk 
Scott                Martin             01872 572456            
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Surname  Name  Phone  Mobile        e-mail

Seyler   Patrick    07775 697 241         paddy@mntv.com
Smith   Chris   01752 851696  07855 512 309
Stevens  Dave     07855 688 203
Stockman Richard 01392 215411  07887 526 488        richnsara@blueyonder.co.uk
Squibbs Christiane             chrissquibbs@aol.com
Sweeney  Karl   01752 851818  07899 075 033        karl@sweeney01.fsnet.co.uk
Treneer  Roger   01736 368407  078130984483
Trewartha  Jon   01736 757771 07780 997650               flyingwiz.flyingwiz@virgin.net
Vercesi  Ron   01736 361555  07782 132 691         ron.vercesi@btconnect.com
Ward  Mark  01749 672654  07714 692 841         m.awkward@btinternet.com
Whitelaw  Phil   01326 564369  07879 416 308         PhilWhitelaw@hotmail.com
Whitmarsh  Richard  01872 520647           whitters777@hotmail.com
Whittaker Chris  01209 860401  07977 250 225           wwhittaker@tesco.net
Wood  Jeffery  01736 793298  07748 813 58
Woodhams  Mark   01326 378555           mark@falmouth.ac.uk
Woollams  John   01637 879281
Zahara  Charlie  01872 222945  07795 273374

___________________________________________________________________________________________

*If your details have changed, or you wish you include your details to fill in the gaps! 
Please contact: Paul Howse 01326 574498 / 07749 890 061

K H P A  O F F I C E R S :
 
Chairman:       Dave Stevens

Secretary:      Chris Whittaker

Treasurer and Membership Secretary: Paul Howse

Safety Officer Hang Gliding:   Paul Howse 

Safety Officer Paragliding:   Mark Butler

Bulletin Editor:     Mark Ashton Smith

Website Administrator:    Mark Ashton Smith

Publicity Officer:     Graham Phipps 

Competition Secretary Hang Gliding: Graham Phipps

Competition Secretary Paragliding:  Mark Butler

XC Coordinator:     Tim Jones

Club Contact:     Alan Phipps
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